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Kappa Alphas Revel in Old South
IDENTIFICATION PAGE 538
Emphasizing Southern ideals, good
grades and the genteel manners, Kappa
Alpha pledged 27 new members during
Fall Rush. This large boost in the brotherhood made Georgia Tech's Alpha Sigma
Chapter one of the largest fraternities on
campus.
Old South Spring Weekend topped
Kappa Alpha's social calendar. Marching
first on the Hill, these Confederates then
proceeded to Columbus, Georgia on
buses for a bluegrass party at an alumni
brother's estate. The short vacation culminated with a dinner, dance and the
announcement of this year's fraternity
sweetheart.
Intramurals, too, remained a source of
KA pride. Both the volleyball and basketball teams forged their way into the fraternity playoffs with division titles. Composed almost entirely of younger brothers, these teams promised to stay strong.
The Little Sister program, too, reflected
the tremendous growth of this fraternity.
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Growing to 23 Southern Belles in just two
years, the Girls of the Crimson Cross have
quickly become an integral part of this
chapter. Their dinner functions and social
activities contributed heavily to the overall
spirit of Alpha Sigma.
SPAB . Blowfish . . . Cromwell ... Scarlet and Dixie and 1865 . . . Mule . . . Psycho . . . Really Cool Dude . . . Pledge
Roads . . . Big Jake . . . J. W. ... Peas
and Spaghetti . . . The laundry room will
be finished this week . . . Rose Song! .. .
K. K. run? . . . Cheek . . . Dirty ... 1 Bird
Man equals 2 Mole Men . . . Luna . . . The
Pudson . . . Old South Date — What's
that? . . . Intense . . . Straight as an asteroid . . . C000ter . . . Scruff Keg Rolling .. .
The zeros are at it again . . . Raul .. .
Swindeli . . . C. D. McCullough . . . Flush
Letters . . . This Guy Is Sharp . . . Hound
Doobie we want our T's back.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brothers relax on a Friday
afternoon. Rick Hampton admires the KA Mascots
— Dixie and Scarlett. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:
Jerry Deluca displays Kappa Alpha's colors. Bill
Olsen drives for the basket during intramurals.
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Large Pledge Class Infuses New Blood Into Chapter

IDENTIFICATION PAGE 538

despite being twenty-first in membership
size.

Kappa Sigma fraternity at Georgia
Tech reached a turning point in their
history during 1980. A fall pledge class of
thirty men injected new blood into a
chapter deeply concerned with its shrinking size. Together with the twenty-eight
active brothers, these pledges gave Kappa Sigma renewed vitality. In addition,
renovations to the house basement by
last year's initiates and the construction
of a new roof over the dormitory section
of the fraternity house gave this chapter a
new look.
By raising over $1700 for the fight
against leukemia and capturing second
place overall in Greek Week, Kappa
Sigma continued to be active on campus.
Intramural teams remained strong as
brothers captured league championships
in football and softball and finished
number two overall in street hockey. The
chapter was proud to be recognized by
the IFC as ranking fifth in activities

Use and degrade . . . The cruel room
.. Penthouse, Mt. Olympus... The Deer
Hunters . . . Weeee! A non-typical splittail . . . Get that slabber hogged ...
Wilbur the Goat . . . Shamu the Whale .. .
Goo . . Daryl Rabow, Known Guy! .. .
Zues . . . Nebulous plebes . . . Brothers 6,
Pledges 2 .. . Boxer party at the V . . .
IEEEEEE! . .. Knute Dowell's Junkyard
Goats . . . Roger Who? . . . Bust loose . . .
Gator! . . . Come Monday . . . KMDFM
Booties . . . You Weanie! . . . Red-man ..
Lobby Swamp . . . Pike Week, Nought . . .
Go Snappers! . . . AEKDB.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Sharon Waidler and Gerry
Eining share a rare moment alone in the "Pit" during
a Kappa Sig little sister rush party. Brad Smith exhibits the style that led Kappa Sigma to a second
place finish in Greek Week. BOTTOM, LEFT TO
RIGHT. Wilber the goat is escorted to the
Homecoming Pep Rally by the Kappa Sigma
brothers. Pledges Jeff Cooper and Derek Ettie
welcome Vickie Smith as the newest Kappa Sig little
sister.
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Growing Membership Increases Campus Involvement
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The Beta Kappa chapter of Lambda
Chi Alpha started another fine year off by
associating thirty-five new members, expanding its membership well above the
hundred mark. In addition to a great rush,
a stronger push for campus involvement
evolved within the fraternity as many IFC
and school positions were filled by Lambda Chis. Community projects such as a
Halloween trick or treat for
underprivileged children, Leukemia fund
raisers, the Georgia Tech Alumni Roll
Call, and Work Days proved most
rewarding.
Grades improved as the chapter
placed third in overall fraternity standings
for one quarter. The brothers also
witnessed another outstanding year in all
sports with the racquetball team capturing the school championship.

Lambda Chi parties proved a big draw
among the Tech population as the Mighty
Tams performed during fall rush and
Footloose highlighted the Bamboo Party
held in the Spring.
The White Rose Winter Formal in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee added glitter to
winter quarter while the Lambda Chi
Alpha Tug-O-War proved the most
popular event during Greek Week.
Good as Dixie . . . Haul Ass Geek . . .
This is not going to be a pretty sight .. .
Tall-man . . . Bulletloaf ... Chunky .. .
Looter-Tooter . . . C. P. . . . Z run! . . . Q. H.
. . . Tapper's Delight . . . D.O.C. .
Louisssss . . . Luv Tractor.
TOP: An attempted spike is returned by Rob
Rochefort. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Bruce
Sheidan takes careful aim at his target. Paul Amato
stuffs in his last bit of pie as Benjy Cagle cheers him
on. Mike Richmond and Mark Murphy distill a
special Lambda Chi brew. Jay Hightower plays lead
during the Homecoming Washboard Band Contest.
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Odyssey Line Strengthens Sagging Chapter Ranks
IDENTIFICATION PAGE 539
Improvements in public visibility plus
the initiation of 5 new members brought
renewed vitality and enthusiasm to the
Delta Kappa Chapter of Omega Psi Phi.
Brothers participated in voter registration
drives, helped organize an Atlanta Police
rally and visited several convalescent
homes. Members also found the time to
host their annual Halloween party for
Techwood children. The new brothers,
known as the "Odyssey" line, strength-

ened a sagging chapter and helped build
a base from which to grow.
On campus, too, Omega Psi Phi left its
mark. The Biannual Splashdown party,
Purple and Gold Ball and Dropday Jam
were but a few social functions. Service
wise, the fraternity Achievement Week
included step shows by both brothers and
the 25 Sweethearts and culminated with a
well presented Awards program.
Starbaby . . Prettyboy ... Iron Man .. .
Cassanova ... Geronimo alias Johnny
Rotten and the Sex Pistols ... Omega

Gigolo . . . Sultan of Swat . . . I think #3 is
sick . . . Luap Creature ... Henry, who
else? . . . Omega man by day — Que Dog
by night . . . The sweethearts want to do
what? . . . What happened io those passionate thighs? . . . Delta Kappa, Purple
and Gold Oasis — where Men are mighty
and Sweethearts beautiful.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: As part of Omega Psi Phi traditions, brother "step" in the East campus quadrangle. Actives take pride in being "Omega Men."
BOTTOM: Older members lead the stepping and
newly initiated brothers follow.
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New Athletic Complex Named for Phi Delt Alumnus
IDENTIFICATION PAGE 539
The addition of twenty-three pledges
helped the Georgia Delta chapter of Phi
Delta Theta maintain its traditionally
strong standing on campus in the important areas of community service and
athletics.
During the annual fall IFC Leukemia
fund raising drive, brothers raised enough
money to finish third among fraternities.
Athletically, the chapter fielded their
usual strong basketball team winter
quarter. Also, Phi Delta Theta was pleased this fall to see a campus building, the
Arthur B. Edge Inter-collegiate Athletic
Complex, dedicated to a Georgia Delta
alumnus.
The brothers maintained an active
social calendar which began with the
customary spring trek to Fort Walton
Beach. The completion of the backyard
sun deck provided a great location
for parties and socials. Post-

football game band parties, the Halloween costume party and the annual
formal, Bowery Ball were a sampling of
the many social activities enjoyed by
the brothers.
From the heights of Mount Olympus
. .. Has anyone seen a red Falcon? .
. I ain't got no boodles . . . Ah, well, uh,
yea, ah, . . . Athens Run . .. Where's a
boogie Phikeia? . . . 4th and a Poulos
. . . The dumpster . .. Tighten up on
that backstroke .. . Pudding Races
. . . Ditto . . . Taterhead . Jim Damn
Daddy . . . 'Scuse me, Bruthers .. .
That's a good one . . . Guaw! ... UGA
I & II TOMBSTONES MISSING: TECH
FRATERNITY THOUGHT RESPONSIBLE . . . Spock . . . Doughman . .
Top, Left to Right: Tim Franke, Mack Reese,
Tommy Langstaff enjoy a study session. Rivie
Cary, Jane Justus, and Mike Powers chat at the
AZD "Man of the Year" party. Bottom, Left to
Right: Jim Penn ignores mud in valiant effort to
overcome opposition. Phikiea Freddy displays
his masculinity at the annual Bowery Ball.
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FIJI

Fijis Sponsor Invitational Basketball Tournament

260 / Phi Gamma Delta
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Stressing the aspects of total chapter
involvement, the Fijis increased their numbers by twenty-three pledges during this
year's "dry" Fall Rush. In addition, a
renewed emphasis in the Little Sister program added twelve women to the affiliated association.
Sorority mixers and theme parties dotted the chapter calendar, proving that
social life at the Fiji house was as active
as ever. In the spring, the always-spectacular Island Party culminated a long quarter of log, bamboo, and twine construction work. Fall brought the traditional Halloween Costume Party and winter quarter
featured the Purple Garter Formal, held in
the Peachtree Plaza Hotel.
Arduous preparation, combined with a
competitive spirit, brought the Fijis
rewards in intramural sports. Spotlighting
the year was a fraternity championship in
swimming, as well as division titles in softball and racquetball. The Second Annual
Fiji Invitational Basketball Tournament
was held with eight teams participating in
the pre-season warm-up.

Remaining versatile in all areas, Phi
Gamma Delta actively participated in the
IFC Leukemia Drive by sponsoring the
Hugh Hendrix Run from Atlanta to Athens. Improvement in academics and the
reformation of the Board of Chapter Advisors were other notable progressions. In
addition, plans were finalized for the
building of a swimming pool to be
financed by undergraduate funds.
Squidly and Jarhead ... Rockfish .. .
Give a Hoot, Don't Pollute! . . . But There
wadn't None! . . . Pass the Cigar . . . Land
Shark strikes again . . . Hi, I'm Amber! . .
Campus Harve ... Mr. Greek Week!! . . .
Mr. T. Weekend . . . Young Tom . . . Eat
Broccoli Raw . . . Who's that How? .. .
H000000ter . . . Scooter says, "Bite Skippy's ear while she's not looking." . . . We
are ODSWOC!! . . . I don't rightly know,
but I think it's Italian? . . . Greg, did she
give you your change?
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Kevin Ryan participates in
the Greek Week Tobacco Spitting Contest. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Fiji's enjoy their Island Party.
Tom Grieser adds two more points, as Tuck Stites
sets up for a rebound. Ellis Leslie doesn't quite get
little sister, Coleen Shine's joke. Mike Spears is
caught talking to Debbie again.
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Brothers Add Roof-Top Sun Deck
IDENTIFICATION PAGE 540
For the Alpha Nu Chapter of Phi Kappa
Sigma, spring-time activity centers
around the water. The Chattahoochee
River Race and Memorial Day Weekend
at Lake Lanier helped to make hot
weather a little more bearable for the
brothers. In addition, "sun lab" courses
taught on the recently completed roof-top
deck gave brothers an alternative to sitting in a classroom.
As fall passed, activities around the
house tended to become a little more traditional. Homecoming, the IFC Leukemia
Drive, rush, and socials dotted the chapter calendar.
Winter quarter is traditionally the "athletic" season for Tech's Skulls. Last year
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continued in that vein. A fine soccer season, coupled with an entry in the National
Eastern Skulls Classic Basketball Tournament, gave the brothers a chance to demonstrate their sports prowess.
Floyd . . . Bad Dog . . . What stamina!
. . . Where's Wingo? . . . Hot Picante . .
The obnoxious section . . . G.D. . . The
Vibra-Chair . . . Deter . . . Inga Dinga .. .
Dunga Doil . . . Sebastian on 96 Rock . . .
Nubian Love.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Mark Wolfe rips another devastating shot towards the back of the net in a Phi
Kappa Sigma soccer game. Paul Wempner pushes
Patti Guenthner in the Greek Week Wheelbarrow
Race held during Spring quarter. BOTTOM, LEFT
TO RIGHT: Steve Smith looks on as Steve Renda
competes in the Greek Week Bat Race. Joe Hoppe
and Steve Gordon brew up a batch of skull'
moonshine.

•
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The current mood at the Alpha Rho
Chapter of Phi Kappa Tau reflects an
optimism created by several quarters of
increased membership and campus
involvement. During spring, brothers celebrated the chapter's founding at the
annual formal, and during Greek Week
they again sponsored the Mini-Marathon.
Fall quarter, the fraternity directed its
efforts into a "Dry Rush" and pledge program. The result — 18 outstanding associate members and 7 little sisters —
brought about a significant increase in Phi
Kappa Tau's presence on campus.
Homecoming too, had a big impact on
the brothers. Using unique construction
concepts, brothers built a mechanized
display and "ratchet-wheel" reck. In
addition, an alumni barbeque and performance by the Rock Mountain Band
insured an enjoyable evening for all
despite Tech's loss in the afternoon.
Which Eric? . . . M-M-Mike! . . . The co-op
syndrome . . . Where's McGware? ... Big
Beer! . . . That Pleasurable Pain . . . But
we can still win our division! ... Johnson!
... R.A. Rang . . . W.P. . . . Diesel, Diesel,
Diesel . . . Total Floyd . . . Big Dog .. .
Hamsters in Room 2 ... It even cleans
butterflies!
TOP: Brothers and pledges urge the Phi Kappa Tau
reck toward the finish line. BOTTOM, LEFT TO
RIGHT: Mike Eckenrode, Kelly Gaffney and Randy
Rice share an inside joke. Erich Welsh works on his
tan before Spring Break. Scott McBride explains the
latest in "scientific journals to a friend.
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Chapter Sponsors Greek Week Mini-Marathon
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Chapter Chosen Best in Region
IDENTIFICATION PAGE 540
Continuing its longstanding tradition,
the brothers of Phi Kappa Theta at Georgia Tech constructed and entered the
world's largest tube train in the annual
Chattahoochee River Festival this past
Spring. 350 tubes tied together formed
the floating train which established this
new world's record.
Fall quarter, work began early for Rush,
as the Gamma Tau chapter undertook an
extensive house remodeling. The kitchen
was removed completely to make room
for a new game room and dance floor.
Also, many smaller repairs occupied
brothers' attention. Thanks to this effort,
the chapter added 16 new pledges and 9
little sisters. A more impressive result of
growth, house improvement, and overall
good standing materialized when the
Gamma Tau chapter was named the top
Phi Kappa Theta fraternity in the Southeastern region.
Beer Connoisseur . . . Hi, I go to Georgia

Tech ... stop feeding Ashes! ... Phi
Kwan Do . . . How do you make Tequila
. . . Bedroom Eyes . . . 6 and 0 have come
in second . . . Where's the kitchen? ... I
don't have a British accent ... Another
pledge raid bites the dust . . . Tree Bait
. . . Burlap and 1x4's . . . Electric Blue
Walls . . . joint compound . . . 4-1 club . .
sensuous lips . . . 2-9 club . . . PKT arms
race . . . Rob Dyess, and he didn't even
have to . . . We all died on the mattress
. . . Tennis, Ultimate, Soccer, etc. . . Pixie's Sex Change . . . Officer Rich . . .
Who's got the beer . . . acetate . . . silly
squid . . . Ashes you ignorant mutt .. .
Christmas Carol . . . Wally's bonnet .. .
frozen jello smarfing . . . Mr. Potato Head
... F. O. T. . . . Shut up Bill . . . Hello Fish.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Ken Trone and John Justin
fight for possession of the soccer ball. Brothers battle alumni in their annual "All Phi Kappa Theta" soccer game. BOTTOM: Phi Kaps sponsor Beer Connoisseur contest during Greek Week.

Chapter Acquires Fall Quarter Scholarship Award

IDENTIFICATION PAGE 540
This year proved to be a very satisfying
one for the Kappa Deuteron chapter of
Phi Sigma Kappa. Academically, the Phi
Sigs started the year with the third highest
GPA among campus greeks, earning for
themselves the lnterfraternity Council's
most improved scholarship award.
Scholarsh however, wasn't the only
area in which the chapter excelled. During
winter, the fraternity bowling team fought
its way into the playoffs. Then in fall, a
large and inspired pledge class joined
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with the brothers to put the Phi Sigs into
the football tournament. To complement
these efforts made in sports and academics, brothers also participated with great
enthusiasm in Homecoming, Greek Week,
and the IFC Leukemia Fair.
In all of these activities, the brothers
continued to pursue their basic goals of
promoting brotherhood, stimulating
scholarship, and developing character.
Draftsmen . . . Ouch, Ouch, Ouch! . . .
Gumby ... Broadway . . . Lurch . . . Daffy
. . . Point 8 Wonder . . . A. G. Studley . .
The Bermuda Triangle "D" . . . The Count

. . . SOMF ... Edge! . . . By-Gods . . .
Landsharks . . . Laws against them rea
shorts ... Lindy Baby . . . You bought
700 what? . . . The Okinawan... Thunder
T's . . . Go for it! . . . It doesn't matter ana
what if it did? . . . In the Omni! ... I smell a
pledge! . . . Weasel patrol.
TOP, RIGHT: Chuck Smith, Marti Stephens, anc
Paul Lindemann enjoy the festive atmosphere of a
Phi Sig party. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Torr
Peters relaxes in the chapter room after a long tiring
day of classes. Tracey Steiner and John Arnal
dance at the Phi Sig Founder's Day Formal held a
the Peachtree Plaza Hotel.
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Fraternity Continues Strong Intramural Tradition
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Pi Kappa Alpha, already one of the
largest fraternities on campus, assured it
would remain that way this past fall as an
outstanding rush brought in thirty-one
pledges. Continuing recent trends,
athletics again proved to be a major Pike
field of endeavor. The IFC Athletic Trophy
became Pike property this past year as
brothers compiled an overall intramural
record which included a school championship in cross country, fraternity
championships in football, track, and tennis and league championships in softball
and volleyball. In addition, this fraternity
also supported Georgia Tech's athletic
efforts by placing seven brothers on
several varsity teams.
Continuing their campus involvement,
Pikes also participated in many Tech
organizations and remained prominent in
numerous school events. Pi Kappa Alpha
captured the IFC Activities Trophy for the
second consecutive year by winning
Greek Week, placing second in
Homecoming and raising over $4000 for
the Annual Alumni Roll Call.

In all their activities, the primary goal
the brothers sought was diversion —
diversion from chemistry labs, from
calculus tests and design labs. Only that
way could they achieve their ideal of a
truly rounded college education.
Dump the trash . . . Pow, you're there
. . . Breakfast with Nugent . . . Hollis,
Hollis, Hollis . . . Burnt Soup ... Toasty
Mothers . . Long as me arm and thick as
me wrist ... 10th street brawlers . . . 3 for
1 Wednesdays . . . Ricky White Shoes . . .
Pike House South, Miami . . . Coach
Millage ... Elephant Walk . . . Dash
Riprock . . . Where's the basketball goal?
.. . Exploratory probe . . . He's huge . . .
series of quick jabs . . . Pike Week .. .
Skater Protege . . . Gusto with your nose
so bright . . . Wheels . . . Jizmie . . . Summer Rules . . . 10:30 shower club . . .
Bone Smokers . . . The 4.0 kid.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Pikes pass Dream Girl Noelle
Marier toward the finish line during a Greek Week
event. Driver Don Sawyer steers the Pike Reck to
Homecoming victory. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT.
Mark Miller passes for short gain under heavy
pressure. Robert Nalesnik, Bert Stiepel, and Randy
Henderson take the Pike Firetruck for a quick spin
around campus.
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Unusual Theme Mixers Add Excitement to Chapter Life

IDENTIFICATION PAGE 541
Pi Kappa Phi's Iota chapter maintained
its standing as one of the campus' largest
and most diverse fraternities. Socially,
various theme mixers added excitement
to chapter life. These included an Election
Night "crook party" and a "punk party."
Also, brothers travelled to Boone, North
Carolina for the trad?tional winter ski trip.
In addition, formals climaxed both fall and
spring quarters, with a Homecoming affair
at the Atlanta Biltmore and the much
anticipated Rose Ball in May held in the
Fox theater.
Social life however, served only to ease
the effort Pi Kappa Phi made to make this
a banner year. Aside from making major
strides in scholarship, the brothers
donated time and effort to various charitable organizations, such as the IFC Leukemia Drive. Iota chapter led all Greek
organizations in collections for the drive
following the Navy football game.
Pi Kaps continued to boast one of the
largest little sister chapters on campus.
With membership peaking at 26, the aux-
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iliary group participated in a full schedule
of activities. In addition to throwing a fraternity rush party, the little sisters organized their own rush program. Furthermore,
they led a charitable drive to give Thanksgiving dinner to a needy Atlanta family.
All of this was accomplished without
sacrificing any of the longstanding activities which characterize this collection of
65 active brothers. Participation in every
intramural sport offered by Tech and
involvement in a wide range of campus
activities gave Pi Kaps additional opportunities to maintain a high campus profile.
The V as a way of life . . . good as hell
. . . yak yang . . . I've eaten so much rice,
I'm turning Vietnamese . . . Mr. Ed the
horse . . . Quiche LaBecchi ... Not me
baby, I'm too precious . . . Recupido's
socks . . . cool your jets . . . popo-shag.
Spector tokens . . . supreme law . . .
Brother May, you have been warned.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Rob Northrup reads up on
his Greek. An alumnus helps out during rush. Jim
Hocutt spins some tunes. Rushees enjoy a little liquid refreshment. BOTTOM: Jim Mihalcin practices a
bank shot.
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Pledges Boost Chapter Academics
IDENTIFICATION PAGE 541
Beginning its second decade as a part
of the Tech Greek system, Gamma Tau
chapter of Psi Upsilon celebrated the
occasion with a Founder's Day banquet
and formal. The year was further enriched
as brothers participated in many fasets of
campus and Greek life.
Athletically, chapter efforts resulted in
many rewards. The intramural team captured the chapter's second division football crown in the last three years. In addition, participation by all members helped
Psi Upsilon teams earn playoff spots in
softball, volleyball, and basketball.
Paced by a 3.1 pledge class GPA,
Gamma Tau placed fourth among fraternities in academic standing. This commitment to scholarship, as well as that to
athletics, resulted in additional alumni
support. This support helped the young.
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Gamma Tau brotherhood continue to
grow as both a chapter and a member of
the Tech Greek community.
Take a shower ... I don't smoke .. .
Waaa . . . Oh, shut-up, Charles . . . Masticate me, Bennett . . . Rob, you told her
what? . . . phone books . . . Here, you eat
the sausage ball . . . Close your curtains,
Allen; they've got their binoculars out
again . . . Is she in the room again? . . . Ya
big wazzoo . . . It don't get no better than
this . . . I'm gonna tell Papa . . . What's for
dinner, Animal? . . . The shower's busted
— again . . . Fizzbah . . The crowd goes
wild . . . Parental discretion . . . Where's
the cat, Sam . . . Closet golf . . . Pop goes
the weasel . . . Hunter J. saves the hostages — film at 11 . . . Hunter J?
TOP: Mark Coffin refuses to believe it's time to get
up. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Psi U. brothers take
a moment and relax. A couple dances at the Anniversary Ball. Steven Heimburg and Mario Ricozzi
imitate Jethro and Uncle Jed.
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Agnes Scott Coed Crowned Fraternity Sweetheart
IDENTIFICATION PAGE 541
The brothers of the Georgia Phi Chapter of SAE enjoyed a very interesting year.
The most successful rush in recent falls
increased membership by twenty-three.
Beauties from all over Georgia comprised a thriving Little Sister program.
Under the direction of brother Rick Garner, this group grew to over twenty young
ladies, including several Tech co-ed.
Once again, however, Georgia Phi went to
Agnes Scott to crown its 1981 Sweet-

heart, Angie Hatchett.
As always, the year was not without its
small tragedies. After finally being persuaded to give up the juke box, the
actives pulled together to overcome the
years' other minor difficulties. SAE takes
great pride in dedicating this year to
brother Gary Adams whose strength and
courage exemplified the fraternal ideals
that make the E's what they are today.
The Dawsonville 17 ... Bubba "Bighouse" Britt ... Calvin Klein Shirley .. .
Willis got out? . . . Vanilla Thunder ..

Three Beer Walt . . . George and Francis,
and Susan . . . and Lisa, and Patty, and
Chris, and Cindy . . . Bowden's Boys
Wear . . The Ludey Tunes . . . The pet
store . . . Stein . . . Budgie and Fudgie . .
Antonne . . . La Machine . . . You can't
stamp out a forest fire in one day .. .
Jack, where the hell were you?
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Peter DeGolian watches his
partner's toss nudge the stake. Robert Flowers pressures the shooter as his teammates get position for a
rebound. BOTTOM: "E" brothers use the warm
weather to enjoy a game of horseshoes.
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"Sign" Capture School Bowling Tourney
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Tech's Beta Psi chapter of Sigma Chi
enjoyed one of its largest fall rushes ever.
Refusing to let Georgia's change in the
drinking age hamper them, brother's
pledged and initiated 22 new members.
The "Sigs" also featured a packed
social calendar. In addition to a winter ski
trip to Beech Mountain, North Carolina,
the 1981 Sweetheart Ball and spring
Derby Days gave brothers a needed outlet for their spare time. Winter quarter,
Miss Monica Deiffenderfer became the
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" at the annual
formal. Also the underpriviledged children
at Wallace Village benefited from the tremendous success of Derby Days.
Sigma Chi intramural teams captured a
school championship in bowling and
came within one touchdown of advancing
to the fraternity football championship.
Bye Bye BEA . . . Georgia Tech Next Exit
... I Like it ALOT ... Probation Blues . . .
Hoops . . . M-X Wall Crashing Party .. .
Ronda . . . Tasties . . . S.F.A. ... Bill
Coousar ... Pile in the Pit . . . Dead
Ducks? . . . Dr. "0" . . . That DERBY
DAZE.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Glen Owens, sends his ball
down the alley. Al Segars helps keep the Sigma Chi
house spotless. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Craig
Buckley catches a few quick rays. Sigma Chi brothers coax their reck to the finish line.
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Chapter Injects Vigor Into Sports

IDENTIFICATION PAGE 542
A resurgent athletic program characterized renewed vigor in Georgia Tech's
Sigma Nu Chapter. Tne "Snakes" won
fraternity championships in softball and
street hockey, while the volleyball and
basketball teams took division titles.
Sigma Nu came away with the first place
trophy from the pre-season fraternity invitational basketball tournament.
Academic achievement and campus
involvement, however, did not take a
back seat to the athletic triumphs. The
pledge class which was initiated during
spring quarter boasted the highest academic average of any Greek group. Two
officers of the Interfraternity Council,
President and Secretary, were Sigma
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Nus. In addition, the chapter captured the
first place award in the fixed body division
of the Wreck Parade and donated a
record chapter contribution to the Leukemia Drive.
Sigma Nu still remembered how to
party however, and social activities
remained a fraternity strong point. The
third annual Winnebago trip to Auburn
coupled with a ski weekend in Beech
Mountain, North Carolina, left brothers
with many fond memories. The elegant
White Rose Formal, held at Tower Place,
and the spring Island Party proved to be
two of the wildest nights of the year.
Hawg ... L000uuukemia . . . Professier
Tiogelander ... Bare Ass 500 . . . Tardtown . . . Hey mamma, What's ya name?
.. Sigma Nu . . . "C" squared . . . Pat

tar...
. . I
Mawheeny ... Little sister
got somem' fo ya . . . Huggy Moose ..
Booty . . . Cahney, have a beah ... Well
boys, we're at the crossroads . . . Pit
news . . . Dangler's escort service .
Stickman . . Two beer Kroeber . . Kelly,
go get some more fuses . . . Derek,
(Flash), light the pilot light ... Beast
strikes again . . "Daddy, how much further till we get home?" . . . Gary, who are
you taking to White Rose?
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The amazing snakemobile
careened its way to first place in the Fraternity
Fixed-Body division of the Ramblin"Reck Parade.
Goalie Alan Toland makes another save for the
young and improving Sigma Nu soccer team. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Kevin Klein goes for the
gusto in Greek Week beer chugging event. Paul
Allen and Mark Montanari egg each other on in
heated Greek Week competition.
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National Chapter Recognizes Academic Achievement

IDENTIFICATION PAGE 542
Georgia Alpha Chapter of Sigma Phi
Epsilon showed all-round improvement
and strengthened chapter manpower
with nineteen fall quarter pledges.
National recognized Georgia Alpha for
an improved grade average with the Excelsior Cup for academic achievement.
The chapter raised its campus standing
from fourteenth to fifth place overall.
Last winter brothers won the fraternity
soccer championship and demonstrated
their prowess in fall sports by winning the
Yellow Jacket League in both football
and ultimate frisbee and taking second
place in volleyball.
Alumni from 1965 saw their brothers
win Homecoming's classic car division
and take a second for their contraption.
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UNICEF benefitted from the Sig Eps
imaginative calendar featuring Tech
women. In addition, the brothers also participated in the Alumni Roll Call,
Leukemia Fund Drive, and World Student
Fund collections.
Daffy the Moose says . . Bonzo goes
to college . . . Neah! . . . New boy . . . Little sister mud wrestling . . . Don't put your
lips on it . . . Big time . . . Willie, GTAAA
. . . Please take a number — line forms at
room 8 . . . That pulls me way down .. .
Damn sure did . .. Can I suck your toes?
.. I'm a mole man . . . 36 legs, 17 noses.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Dale Hamblin reads his Xmas
present. Sigma Phi's work on their Reck. BOTTOM,
LEFT TO RIGHT: Brian Garvey, John Chamberlain,
and Eric Harvey steer their wreck. A brother finds a
sympathetic ear. After dinner conversation allows
time away from books.
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TKE

Diversity Permits Participation In Many Activities

IDENTIFICATION PAGE 542
The tremendous diversity of Tau Kappa
Epsilon brothers enabled this group to
participate in virtually every campus activity.
Mixers with sororities, band parties,
and a winter ski trip to Boone, North Carolina are but a sample of the social activities pursued by the brothers. As spring
came to the campus, the brothers put
down their books and hosted TKE Springfest, the largest gathering of Tekes in the
nation.
Participation in the IFC Leukemia Drive
and Sponsorship of St. Judes Jam typified charitable involvement of the group.
At the Leukemia Carnival, brothers sold
fried chicken, while procedes from the
Jam's concert were donated to the St.
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Jude's Children's Hospital in Memphis.
Intramural teams were fielded in all
sports. Of these teams, the ultimate frisbee and soccer teams made their way to
the playoffs.
Where's Lemo Cooley? . . . Are you
working the stand? . . . hey amigo! .. .
FYB-HFA . . . Shoot that duck . . . krogerfest . . . Best wishes Wad . . . The Sweetest Heart in the World . . . Flisky Fleddy
. . . awraaaht . . . the Reinel Tapes . . . the
Nazgul . . . Goaaahge . Bree . Anyone for Farmer John's? . . . The wreck
was too what?!!! . . .
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: TKE flashcard section waits
for next command during half-time show. David Ray
shows off an improved Stinger System. Dan Altobelli
and his date enjoy the Marshall Tucker concert.
BOTTOM: Fred Drause explains the finer points of
the Teke wreck.

Football Team Streaks Through White League Foes
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IDENTIFICATION PAGE 542
Alpha Nu chapter of Theta Chi enjoyed
another fine year of continued participation in a variety of campus activities.
Athletics, always a fraternity strong point,
complemented equally strong social and
membership programs.
Theta Chis have always fielded powerful intramural teams, and 1980 was not
an exception. Brothers won their respective divisions in both bowling and football,
while also placing high in swimming and
softball. However, the end result is often
meaningless as the fraternity stressed
participation. Rarely has Theta Chi not
assembled a team, no matter how minor
the sport.
The peak of social activity is always the
Carnation Crawl Formal, held during
winter quarter. Pig roasts and pool parties
enlivened the chapter during spring. Fall
means post-football game band parties
and mixers with sororities.

Possibly the biggest event of the year,
however, occurred during Fall Rush as
thirty-one fine young men pledged Theta
Chi. The annual pledge retreat was used
to instill the traditions and ideals of the
fraternity in the pledge class. In combination with other activities intended to promote togetherness, this program helped
mold these young men into the type of
men that Theta Chi has always
represented.
Tighten up on that backstroke . . . The
Tachi Classic . . . Mack got the ice .. .
Stapled to a chicken . . . Senator and the
Hulk . . . one point for talking trash .. .
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Purcell . . . Quarter
beer tonight . . Night Flight to Venus .. .
Bald Buffalo . . . Don't drop her, Dan.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Theta Chi pledges proclaim
the Jackets "Number One." Jim Murphy engages in
a game of wall ball in the Theta Chi pool. BOTTOM,
LEFT TO RIGHT: Stan Thomas discusses football
strategy with Mr. Mole. Steve Adams and Martin
Daniel agonize over their tug defeat.
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Tech Chapter Receives General Improvement Trophy

IDENTIFICATION PAGE 543
Theta Xi celebrated its thirtieth birthday
I as a chartered organization on campus
this past year. Refusing to use its small
size as an excuse for inactivity, the Georgia chapter received the Theta Xi
National Improvement Trophy.
For the first time in recent years, brothers fielded a flag football team and,
proved to everyone concerned that Theta
Xi could compete in Georgia Tech intramurals. In addition, entries in both the
Wreck Parade and Display Contest created a busy Homecoming week for the
entire chapter.

Although Fall rush proved disappointing, the new Theta Xi associates quickly
served notice to the existing fraternity that
great things could be expected from them
in the future. Also, reflecting a general
desire to increase chapter involvement,
the entire Tech Theta Xi membership
worked diligently to expand its public
service work. Participation in a Veterans
Day Run and continued development of
an Alumni Relations program gave brothers and pledges alike the chance to do
something outside the classroom.
Whether it was editing Newsletters or visiting disabled GI's, Georgia Tech's Theta
Xi fraternity could always be counted on

to lend a helping hand.
I hate drunks! . . . Point of Order! . .
Mickey Mouse . . . I'm a 7th Level Magic
User . . . Leaf Zot!! . . . The Treasure Hunt
a.k.a. the Runaround... Are you calling
from a pay phone? ... What? you cleated
yourself?!! ... Point of Personal Ignorance! . . . Do we pull the flags off? . .
Which one did we win? . . . Sandwich!! .. .
What's the smell? ... How many pledges
did we have? . . .
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Mike Croteau, Tom Grammage and Jim Vernon entertain senior citzens at the
Roosevelt house. Brothers enjoy the chapter's
annual Christmas party. Martin Campbell talks to
two residents of the Roosevelt house.
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ZBT

National Convention Names Chapter Most Improved
IDENTIFICATION PAGE 543
1980-81 was a stellar year for the
brotherhood of ZBT. Last summer, at the
national convention in San Diego, the Xi
chapter at Georgia Tech was recognized
as one of the most improved chapters in
the country. Back at home, ZBT began
the fall with all brothers participating in
major house renovations. This effort paid
off with a rush so successful that the
brotherhood increased by fifty percent.
Fall also saw increased activity including
a third place finish among fraternities in
the Wreck parade fixed-body division
during Homecoming.
Sports were another area where the
brothers of ZBT excelled. The fraternity
established its dominance over the Tornado League by winning championships
in volleyball, basketball and softball.
Brothers also made good showings in
football, soccer and indoor hockey. Finally, ZBT won the division title during Greek
Week.
ZBT was active in the local community
as well. Participation in the Leukemia

Drive and a tutorial project for the kids of
Home Park Elementary School paced this
effort.
However, all was not serious at ZBT.
When weekends arrived, brothers put
down the books, relaxed and escaped
from the pressures of school. Tubing the
'hootch, band parties, theme parties and
mixers were all part of the fun.
Jellyfish . . . Oh, No!! The children are
here . . . Girls of 14 . . . Chester . . . Keep
on . . . They broke up again? . . . Battles tar rides again . . . Black Stallion .. .
Mushi Mushi... Murph and Muff . . . Luigi
the Flaming Italian . . . Hmm . . . My piece
. Seth ... Only the shadow knows,
FFFF . . . Was I the first? . . . The Brick
. . . Alles Pledgi . . The Who at 2 AM .. .
In concert . . . Stiff's in jail too? . . . Hic 'n
Spic . . . I thought they were kidding .. .
VVVV . . . Fuzzy Buns??
TOP, RIGHT TO LEFT: The ZBT Reck Driver glances
at the competition. Sideline action at a soccer game.
Chris Haas runs for the finish line. BOTTOM, LEFT
TO RIGHT: Brothers celebrate a goal. An afternoon
barbeque breaks the monotony of study.
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